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Dear Apartment Resident,
Welcome to the first edition of the newsletter from Bangalore Apartments’ Federation (BAF). The
newsletter is a compendium of articles that appear in the media, relating to apartments as well as other
relevant civic issues. The newsletter will help keep you updated on the latest events, happenings &
issues of interest to the apartment residents’ community. This is our humble initiative to build
awareness among the apartment residents on relevant civic & social issues. And it is imperative that we
all participate collectively at apartment and community level on such issues. Lack of awareness and
inaction is no longer a luxury – given the social and environmental impact, costs, rationale and possible
passing on the buck by various civic agencies.
There have been increasing incidences of fire on lake bed, of lake frothing and toxic foam in the air,
starting from across different lakes in the city. Lake pollution is legacy problem from over a decade ago,
which has continued unabated without adequate resolution by civic and planning agencies, as our city
has grown rapidly. This goes to show that the extent of the problem is far higher than what was
originally thought. This perhaps resulted in the STP laws of 2006.
Now, as responsible, law abiding apartment residents, if we have installed STPs, let us ensure that the
STPs are functioning properly and if not, the sewage generated is safely let out into underground
sewer drains. If you are facing any challenges with STP installed in your apartments do write to
info@bafonline.org.in for support.
BBMP has initiated to distribute free saplings to citizens, with an intent to make the city more green. We
urge you to make use of the opportunity to get those saplings from BBMP and plant them in your
community. BBMP has made a special provision of bulk buying for resident welfare associations.
BBMP extending the property tax deadline for 5% rebate till 15th June, 2017, is good news! Please do
make use of the opportunity to pay your property tax on time as well.
Finally, despite rains arriving in Bangalore, the city is still facing a severe water crisis and Cauvery water
supply has been extremely erratic. We urge all apartment residents & other citizens to use water very
judiciously. It not only makes civic sense, it makes commercial sense too with tanker water becoming
more & more expensive. BAF will shortly be coming out with a paper on water conservation
techniques & systems, which hopefully can help you utilize our most precious resource in the most
efficient way possible.
Until the next edition, it is bye from us!
With Warm Regards,
Team BAF
Email: info@bafonline.org.in

Website: www.bafonline.org.in

Phone: +91 99003 95000
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Reduced to a reservoir of sewage due to
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from the apartments, residential layouts and
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past two decades, failure of the government
and civic bodies to ensure continuous water
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started frothing after the pre-monsoon showers
on Friday night.
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Five days after launch of ‘Green App’
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Overflowing sewers, dug-up roads a bane
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Playing outside is no longer fun for children
of Saraipalya in
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Thanisandra after heavy showers on Saturday
resulted in overflowing sewers and potholed
roads.
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Hulimavu Lake was once serene, crystal clear
lake which was reached by all sides from
Chikkamanahalli, through Bannerghata Main
Road and from Hulimavu. We lived in the
middle of the then Hulimavu, of course it has
grew bigger in size and the perimeter extends
till Bommanahalli.
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